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INTRODTJCTIOU
The development of the three-point implement hitch took
place over a period of aboot twenty ye*3rs and finally ca e Into
widespread use in th^ TJnited States after 1939*
7>iree-polnt hitches have gainer^ popularity because the
implement and tractor becone a compact unit easily maneuvered
in limited space. Transport from one field to another is made
much easier when an implement Is attached by a three-point
hltoh because the Implement Is carried on the tractor*
The above features of a three-point hitch make it par
ticularly useful to small diversified farms on which there are
usually several small fields.
The first models of three-point hitches were on one- and
two-plow tractors. Recently three-plow tractors have been
adapted for three-point hitches, making the three-point hitch
economically suitable for large farms. Implements attached by
three-point hitches are usually hydraullcally controlled, some
by a system built into the tractor and used exclusively for
three-point hitches. Others are controlled by removable
hydraulic cylinders irfiloh can also be used to control drawn
Implements.
Types of Three-Point Hitches
There are two na5-n types of three-yolnt hitches in gen
eral use. The first type, known ar^ the free link hitch, is so
nsuned because the liftlnp links are free of any load during
normal operation. The depth of operation of the Implement Is
ecwitrolled by adjusting the length of the top link <ind thus
changing the an^le the plow makes with a plane parallel to the
soil surface. Since the links are not parallel, this angle
changes as the plow goes down. The plow will reach equilibrium
at so-e po'nt determined by the length of the top link. The
lifting links, which are controlle^i by a rock-shaft, may be
used to limit the depth of operation but cannot be used to
force the irapleraent into the soil. Freedom of the lifting
links can be obtained by allowing the rock-shaft to rotate
freely between stops. The position of the stop Is controlled
by the hydraulic system, and during normal operation the stops
are below the normal position of the rock-shaft. An example
of this type of hitch is the Massey-Harrls hitch shown in
Figure 1.
The second type, the restrained link hitch, derives its
name from the fact that the lift links hold the Implemont in
the desired operating position.
The lengths of the llnk^ are such that the implement would
seek a depth greater than normal before reaching equilibrium.
In order to maintain an even operating depth, the hydraulic
system ccmtrols are connected into the linkage system so that
the draft and position of the implement may be used to control
the hydraulic system. This type of three-point hitch enables
the operator to set the Implement in one particular position
Fig, 1. One model of a free link
three-point hitch#
Flg« 2« One model of a restrained
link three-po'.nt hitch.
I
5with respect to the tractor, and the hydraulic systeia will
automatically maintain this position. On some restrained link
three-point hitches, the hydraulic system may be set to main
tain automatically a constant draft. An exa";ple of a re
strained link hitch Is the Ferguson System shown in Figure 2.
Reactions of Three-Point Hitches
The advantages claimed for three-point hitches, apart
from those concerning maneuverability, are that the tractor-
implement unit is more stable and that less dead weight is
required to develop traction.
Very little information is available publicly ^ the re
action of a three-point hitch on the tractor# Advertisements
olaim that the front wheel reaction of a tractor with a mounted
Implement is considerably greater than the front wheel reaction
of a tractor with a drawn Imflement of the saie size. These
advertisements also claim that t'le use of mounted ImpleiTAents
Increases; rear wheel reactions on the tractor without adding
wheel weights. The following quotation from an advertising
folder (1) is en example of the advertisemcts used to describe
three-point hltchesi
The Implement Is attached to the tractor by means of
two bottom links which PULL the implement, and a top
link which PU SHES FORVAriD AND DOWNWARD ON 7'TE. TRACTOR
ABOVI: REAR AXLE.
Thu% the weight of the implement and the resis
tance of the soil to the implement, plus the effect
of other force?^, adds tract on-prooucing weight as
needed.
Information such as the above advert Isernent give no indi
cation of the order of maf^ltucle of the forces in the links.
It is quite possible that, althouph the statement Is true, the
overall effect is nepll^lble compared with a dravm Imrlement#
There Is also no inclcatlon as to why the "traction-producing
welpht** is added only when needed.
Because a mounted implement is attached, to the tractor at
several points, its reaction on the tractor cannot be deter
mined so easily as the reaction of a drawn implement* The
resultant reaction of a three-point hitch depends on the simul
taneous forces in all of the links.
If the magnitude, position, and direction of the soil re
action on the Implement, and the weight of the Implement are
known, the reactions on the tractor can be calculated. The
resultant soil reaction on an implement depends to a great ex
tent on how the implement is constructed and mounted. 3ome
implements are designed to have part of the soli reaction
carried by the implement itself by gage wheels and landsides.
Most accumulated data is on implements of th's type. Because
of the differences in construction, ^t Is not pos^j'ble to sub
stitute values of so^l reactions fro'u other tests into calcul
ations to determine reactions on a tractor with 3 three-point
hitch.
Objectives
^he objectives of this study were*
71« To develop and apply a technique for measurement of
forces In the links of a three*>polnt Implement hitch ander
field conditions*
To develop an experimental desl^ to facilitate estl-
nation of simultaneous strain readings at more than two points
In a machine when only two-channel strain recording equipment
is available.
3« To obtain quantitative information on the forces
transmitted to a tractor from a aounted mouldboard plow
through a restrained link three-po'nt Implement hitch.
h. To compare the front- and rear-wheel reactions of
the tractor when operated with the mounted plow with the
reactions which would occur if a drawn implement of the same
draft were hltcShed to a standard height drawbar pulling
horizontally.
Review of Previous Work
In 1953» Rogers and Johnston (2) reported the results of
tests on a free-link three-point hitch. In these tests the
top an<1 bottom links were replaced by links fitted with
hydraulic cylinders. The cylinders were filled with oil and
connected to pressure gapes so that the force in the links
could be determined from pressure readlni?s.
They reported that the compressIve force In the top link
was equal to the average of the tensile forces in the two
bottom links. They also reported that the rear wheel re
action %ias ncroased 518 lbs. over the static reaction on a
83flOO lb» tractor when the draft wa^ 1,286 lbs»
Clyde (3) describes three-point hitches and gives an ex
ample calcolatlon of wheel reaction under an assumed load.
This paper points out two connion erroneous assumptions about
tractor hltchln?. The first Is that if the drawbar pull Is
located below the rear axle, the front wheel reaction will be
increased. The second assumption is that t--e thrust in the
top link of a three-point hitch holds the front axle down be
cause it Is above the rear axle. He states that one is led to
these assumptions because other larger forces are neglected,
Heitshu (h) discusses the kinetics of tractor hitches
using numerical examples under assumed loads to compare dif
ferent types of hitches. He concludes thati the position of
the Implement relative to the tractor and not the type of hitch
determines the weight transferred to the rear ii^eels of the
tractori In a three-point hitch, the length of the links and
the angles formed by them Influence the performance of the
Implement,
No other published quantitative Information was found in
American or British publications, l^doubtedly many manu
facturers have a good deal of quantitative Information, but
this is not available to the public.
9INVESTIGATIONS
Field experiments wex*e conducted to obtain the desired
information concerning forces in the links of a three-point
implement hitch.
A Ferguson model TO-35 tractor, using the restrained link
three-point hltoh and a Dearborn plow with two l^inch bottoms
were chosen for this study* The Ferguson tractor is equipped
with a two position hydraulic syste-n. The system raay be set
to keep the Implement in a constant position relative to the
tractor, or It may be set to keep the draft of the Implement
constant#
Instrumentation
The use of electric resistance strain gages appeared to
be the TOst suitable method of detemlnlng the forces in the
links. I^iese gag^s can be attached to the links readily and
without modifying the links appreciably. The modifications
do not affect the action of the links, and therefore the re
sults obtained will be a true representation of the force sys
tem In actual field operation. The gages chosen for this
study were SR^ tjrpe C7 gages. These gages have a resistance
of 500 ohris and a gage factor of approximately 3»2. These
gages were chosen for their small size and high sensitivity#
The two bottom links were milled down five Inches ahead
of the rear ball Joint, for approximately two Inches, to a
rectangular section li Inches by -J- Inch. The gages were
•Direction
of Force
10
R,
R.
a
R4
y
R|,R2,R3,R^ Represent Strain Gages
©
Bridge Diagram
Fig, 3« Schematic diagram of arrangement of
electrical resistance strain ?ages
on links and in bridge*
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attached to this milled down section. The top link was already
rectangular, so that no milling was required# Gages were
mounted four Inches ahead of the rear ball joint on the top
link. Gages were mounted on the circular section of the hanger
links three inches above the threaded section. The ^ages were
counted as recommended by the gage manufactureri and according
to the theory as discussed by Perry and Llsisner (?)• The
arrangeir.ent of gages on the links Is shown in Figure 3. The
same arrangement was used on all links.
The gage leads were fitted with snap connectors so that
the Instrament lea^ls could be changed easily from one link to
enother. All gapes were covered with wax and taped for water
proofing and protection. The covered gages may be seer, in
Figure
Two Model BL-320 Brush analyssers and a two-channel Model
Brush oscillograph with electric styll were used to
amplify and record the unbalance of the strain gage bridge.
Figure 5 shows the instruments In use.
During tests the instruments were carried in a three-
wheeled trailer fastened to the side cf the tractor. The
wheels of the trailer were of the caster type, thus allowing
the trailer to follow the tractor around curves. In addition
to the instruaentsj a small 110-volt generator was carried in
the trailer to supply power for the instriunenta.
The leads from the instruments to the gages consisted of
two four-conductor shielded cables. Snap connectors on the
i'ig* Three-point hitch usei in
this study ghowTnf the
covered gages on the l!nks
Fig# 5» The Brush analyzers and
osoillograph in ase*
r
o
rH
I,
}
cables and color codlnfr on both cables and gapes made for easy
changes fro*r; one pair of links to another# Figures f and 7
show views of the tractor and Instruraent trailer as used In
the field.
Calibration of Links
In order that the links could be readily identified, a
nwsber vas assigned to each link. The numbers were as shown
In Table 1.
Table 1
Numbering of Links
Link
Number
Position
of Link
1 Right bottom
2 Hl^ht hanger
3 Top
h Left hanper
5 Left bottom
Flrure 8 shows a side view of the tractor indicating the
link numbers.
The links were calibrated In a mechanical testing machine
by applying a load and observing the resulting deflection of
the oscillograph*
A tensile load was applied to links 1, 2, W, and 5, and
a compresslve load was applied to link 3.
Fig. 6« Front view of tractor
and trailer In field*
Fig# 7» Rear view of tractor
and trailer In field.
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The loads were applied in increments of 200 lbs# on links
1, 3, and 5, and In increments of 100 lbs. on links 2 and W,
The compressIve load applied to link 3 was obtained through a
system of levers.
The calibration was repeated after the completion of
field tests to make sure that none of the g^'ges had become
locse or had been damaged. Figure 9 shows the testing machine
with the lever syste.-n used for link 3.
Because it was known that when the load was zero the de-
flection v&a Kero, it was desirable to compute a relationship
between load and deflection which would pass through the ori
gin. This was don® by using the total sum of SQuares and the
total sum of cross products, rather than the corrected sum of
squares and the corrected sum of cross products as described
by Snedecor (6). The relationship becomesi
d » bF (1)
where d » deflection, F * load, and b is conputed ast
2^ F
Using this equation to estl^nate load pivess
^ ^ (2)
Fd ^
The load deflection lines are shown In Figures 10 to iM-.
Since the two bottom links are subjected to bending as
well as tensic® during operation in the field, these two links
were checked to determine whether a bendtng monent would cause
Ftp, 8. Side view of the tractor
show^.nf the relative jjoslttons
of the links and the number
assigned to each link.
Fig, 9« Testing machine and lever
system ased to calibrate
link 3.
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an unbalanod of the strain gage bridge and thus show up as an
axial foroe on tho oscillograph trace* The check was made by
holding the two bottom links horlsontal with the tractor hy
draulic system and hanging approximately 200 lbs. on the end
of one of the bottom links* One analyzer was connected to the
gages on the bottom link and the other analyzer waconnected
to the supporting hanger link* It was then possible to ob
serve whether the bending moment caused by the weight produced
a deflection on the pen connected to the ga^res on the bottom
link* This process was repeated with the other bottom link
and its hanger link* It was found that the left bottom link,
Number 1, showed approximately 0*5 lines deflection when the
hanger link, Niunber 2, showed 12 lines deflectl<m* Since the
average deflection of the hanger link Is 3»75 lines or less
during field tests. It was decided that the bending effect
could be neglected without introducing appreciable error*
Design of Experinient
In order to determine the resultant react:on^ on the trac
tor, it Is necessary to know the simultaneous forces in
five links attaching the plow to the tractor* Because the re
cording equipment had only two channels, the forces in only
two links could be measured at one time*
One possibility would be to make only enough runs to ob
tain a trace for each link* This Tnetho<t would provide enough
information to compute an average force in each link, but
would not provide information on how the forces in links varied
26
with respect to each other* That Is, If only five traces were
obtained, one for each link, one could not determine how the
forces In the links varied with respect to each other.
If the variances of the resf.lt-nt forces 'ire to be esti
mated, it 1.3 necessary to be able to estimate the covariances
of all possible pairs of links. In order to nak© an estlniate
of the covariance of the forces in a pair of links, it is
neces-^ary to know the simultaneous forces in the pairs of
links.
Since estimates of the variances of the resultant forces
were desired, It was necessary to design an experiment from
which a pair of simultaneous traces could be obtained for all
possible pairs of linkT. There are ten pcsslbls rair^ of
links that may be ciosen frc; five linksj thus, ten field runs
were required to obtain the desired inforrnation.
The pairs of link? to ba used in earsh run were ciosen so
that all possible pairs were represented, and the order of
testing pairs was chosen at random* When runs are made u.slng
all possible pairs, four traces are obtained for each link.
Two of the traces were obtained with one analyzer, and the
other two were obtained with the other analyzer. 'his proced
ure wa:; used to cancel any bias due to differences in the
analyzers. The pair of links and the analyzer used on each
link for each of t'le ten runs 1^^ s^own in IJable 2.
27
Table 2
Combinations of Links and Analyzers
Used for Field Tests
Ran Analyzer A Analyzer B
No* T.1r»lr V3^
1 5 1
2 1 2
3 3 If
h 5
5 2 3
6 If 2
7 3 1
8 5 3
9 2 5
10 1 If
m
%
Conduct of Field Experiment
In the field experlaentj the only ohan;?e made from a
standard llnkar® was that both hanger links used were adjust
able! howeveri the left hanfer link •was set to the sa.T.e length
as the fixed length link regularly used. The plow was fitted
with new shares before the teats. The plow v&s adjusted accord
ing to th© reconunendatlona made by Hall (7)» and sot to operate
at a depth of six inches# The tractor was operated at a speed
of l-J- miles per hour.
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The test runs were approximately 100 feet lonpr. The
oscillograph chart was run at a speed of 5 mni. per second,
giving a chart length for each 100 foct run of about 25 cm.
In the field tests, the first run was made in draft-
control setting, the second run In position-control setting,
uslnp the sa-^ie pair cf l^nks connected to the same analyzers.
This process was repeated for each pair of links for twenty
rims, givlnf ten rtms for each control setting.
The field tests were conducted on Field F-5 of the Agrl-*^
cultural Engineering Fana at Iowa State College. This field
has a silty clay loam soil which had been sown to clover some
six months previous. The clover had died out} and at the time
the tests were conducted, the cover was made up of weed grass,
mostly foxtail# The average moisture content of the soil from
two samples was
29
ANALYSIS
Geometry and Weight Distribution
Before any calculation of resultant forces can be made,
It Is necessary to determine the relative positions of the
tractor, plow, and links. In addition, the weight distri
bution on the tractor and the we'pht and center of gravity of
the plow must be known.
The weight dlstributicwi of the tractor was determined by
weighing the front and rear separately, and by weighing the
right and left sides separately* When the sides of the trac
tor %rere weighed, the left side was raised six inches above
the right side to simulate the position In the field.
The location of the center of gravity of the plow was
determined by balancing the plow on a pipe on a smooth floor#
The plow was balanced in both a longitudinal and a transverse
direction. This mefnod located the center of gravity In a
longitudinal direction and in a transverse direction.
Table 3 shows th® weight distribution of the tractor and
the weight of t'le plow.
The relative positions of the tractor, plow, and links
were determined frovi measurements made when the tractor and
plow were set on a level floor with the left side of the trac
tor raised 6 inches above the floor. Figure 15 shows the rela
tive positions of the links with respect to eac^^ other. The
lengths of the Individual links are shown in Table h.
30
Table 3
Weight Distribution for Tractor and Plow
Component Weight (lbs.)
Tractor
Rear wheels 1,880
Front wheels 1,090
Total 2,970
Left wheels 1,350
Ripht wheels 1,620
Total 2,970
Plow 1^30
Table h
Lengths of Links
Link No* Length (inches)
1 32.0
2 20.5
3 25,0
If 20,2
5 32.0
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Figure 16 shows the points of aprlloatlon of forces on
the tractor In a vertical longitudinal plane* It shoulrl be
noted ttiat the point of of forces on the rear
wheels Is 1«5 Inches In front of the center line of the wheels*
This shift in the point of application of the forces Is caused
by the effect of rolling resistance of the tractor. Heltshu
(^) gives this distance as 1 to 2 Inches.
Figure 17 ahows the points of application of forces on
the tractor in a horizontal plane. Figure 18 shows the points
of application of forces on the tractor In a transverse plane.
Notation
The followlnf list describes tho symbols in this analyslsi
d Deflection of oscillograph pen in lines
Measured axial force In a link; subscript refers
to link number
Force In a horizontal direction
Pij Fore® in a transverse direction
Fy Force in a vertical direction
Horizontal component of measured link force| sub
script refers to link number
M Moment of forces
0 Point about which moments are samTied
Tractive effort of left wheel
pR Tractive effort of rlgrht wheel
«rl Vertical reaction on left rear wheel
Hy Vertical reaction on rear wheels
Rfl Vertical reaction on left front wheel
36
R^p Vertical reaction on right front wheel
Vertical reaction on front wheels
Bo Resultant of horizontal components of forces In
links
Rm Resultant of transverse components of forces in
links
Ry Resultant of vertical components of forces in links
3^ Variance
Tt Transverse component of measured link forcej sub
script refers to link number
TI Resultant transverse conponcnt of link forcesj
subscript refers to link number
Transverse reaction on left rear wheel
Tpy Transverse reaction on r;ght rear wheel
Transverse reaction on left, front wheel
Tfj. Transverse reaction on rlpht front wheel
Vt Vertical component of measured link force; sub^
script refers to link number
V^ Resultant vertical component of llxik force| sub-
script refers to link number
W Static weight of tractor
Wp Static weight of plow
Wl Static weight on left wheels
Wj^ Static weipht on rlfht wheels
X Distance measured in a horizontal longitudinal
direction
y Distance measured in a vertical direction
z Distance measured in a horizontal transverse
direction
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Fig. 18, Rear elevation of tractor and
points of application of forces*
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NOTE:
DC-' Droft Control
P.C "Position Control
ForcM Shown in Doshtd Lints
Art Rtsultonts
Forcts Not to Scolt
Vl
Resolution or Measured Forces In Links
In order to fac-lltate ooraiutation, the raeasursd forces
In the links were raso'ved Into horizontal, vertical, and
transverse oomFonents,
Link number 1
« 1/(32)^ ~ (0»*^)^ ~ (^«* '^)^ = 0»990
•^2
(3)
*1 • ''1 =
32
'1 » itaii " 0»137 fi
32
By a similar oomrutatlon, the eonponents of forces in the
renalnlnp links were determined tc bei
Link number 2
• 0.620 f2
Vg • 0.780 fg C7)
Ig • 0.0097 fg <®>
Link nuniber 3
H3 = 0.983 f3 <9)
V3 = 0.180 fj (10)
T3 » 0.0^50 (U)
4-2
Link number h
% » 0.639 (12)
\ " 0.752 fj, (13)
T14, • 0.11+8 (II+)
Link number f
H5 « 0.990 fj (15)
V5 - 0.0380 fj (1<^)
T5 " 0»137 fy (17)
Implement Forces on Tractor
Zorces In links 1 f
Because links 2 and ^ are not attached directly to the
ploVf the effect of the forces In the^e links on links 1 and 5
must be coaputed.
From Fissure I9, showinr a freebcdy of links 1 and 2 pro
jected in a vertical lonpiltud\nal plane, the followln^r rela*
tlonshlp can be derived«
^MO = 31.7 Vi - 2.9 V2 - O.W Hi - 15.7 H2 « 0
T'l » 3.9 Yg * O.'t Hi * 15.7 Hp (18)
31.7
Figure 20 shows a freebcdy of links V and ? prcjeoted In
a vertical lonpltudlnal plane.
= 31.7 - 2.9 Vi^ - 15.9 n,^ + 1.0 = 0
^3
Fig, 19- Elevation of links 1 and 2 and
points of application of forces
Fig, 20. Elevation of links W and 5 and
points of application of forces.
Mf
V5 « 2.9 Vlf ♦ 15.9 - 1,2 Hi- (19)
31.7
Figure 21 shows a freebody of links 1 end 2 projected In
ft horizontal longitudinal plane.
^MO = 31.7 Tf + 15.7 T2 + 2.2 H2 - Hi a 0
H = Hx - 1?.7 T? - g.2 Hg (20)
31.7
Flgrur© 22 s^ows a freebody of links h and 5 projected In
a horizontal lonpltudlnal plane.
^ MO =. 31.7 Tj + 2.2 Hit - Hy - 15.7 • 0
Tj « WA Hj ♦ 15.7 Ti^ - 2.2 %
31.7
(21)
Resoltgnts of link forceq
Heferrlnf to fIgure 16, one can establish thati
Ry « V{ + V3 + (22)
Referring to Figure 17| one oan establish thati
% " ^1 • (23)
Referring to Figure 18, one can establish that?
Itj. « Tj - Tj - Tj! (2lt)
location of resultants of link forces
The location of the co/nponents of the resultant force aay
be determined by locating the resultant of the components of
link forces in two perpendicular planes.
Fig, 21. Plan view of links 1 and 2 and
points of application of'forces
Fi^. 22. Plan view of links ^ and 5 and
points of application of forces.
he
Rea'Oltant vert3rOal component* Th® location of the resul
tant in a vertical longitudinal plane is (?lven byi
:£LMyo « V
Heferrinp to Figure 16, the followinf? equation can be
obtained!
31.7 + 31.0 V3 + 31.7 T5 « (vi + V3 + V5)x
X= 31.7 vj 31.0 31.7 V5 (25)
(VI + V3 + V^)
Referring tc Firrure 17| one can ^-btain the following
equation!
9.7 vi + 22.5 V3 37.6 - (vi + V3 + V^)a
t = 9.7 vi 22.5 V3 > 37.^ (26)
(vi + V3 + V^)
Resultant horizontal cornronent. The location of the re-
sult/^nt in a vertical longitudinal plane is given byi
Mho = %y
Referring to Figure 1^, one can obtain the following
equatloni
21+.O Hj + 20.1 Hi - hl.h H3 = (H5 + Hi - H3)y
y = 2^.0 II5 + 20.1 Hi - 1+1.^ (27)
(Hj + Hi - H3)
The location of the resultant in a horizontal plane Is
given byt
£L%o « R|j«
if7
Referring to Figure 17$ one can obtain the follcwing
equations
9.7 + 37.6 - 22.5 H3 « (Hi + H5 - H3)b
X • 9.7 Hi * 37.fi - 2?.? (28)
(Hi + Hj - H3)
Reault:ant transverse conroreit* The location of the re
sultant transverse component in a vertical transverse plane is
given byi
Referring to Fig:ure 16, one can obtain the following
equations
2'+.0 - 'tl.'f T3 - 20.1 » (T^ - ""a -
y • Sl+.O Tj - T3 - 20.1 T{ (29)
(Tj - T3 - ^
The location of the resultant transverse component in a
horizontal plane la flven byi
M^o «
Referrlrp to Fl^^ure 17, on'^ can obtain the following
equations
31.7 - 31.0 T3 - 31.7 xi • (T^ - T3 - Ti)x
X« 31.7 - 31.0 T3 - 31.7 Ti (30)
(Tj - T3 - Tj)
hB
Gravitational Forces on the Tractor
When the weight distribution on each of the axles Is
known, the posltlcn of the center of (gravity In a longitudinal
direction may be deter:, ned by sum:.lnf!: moments about the front
axle. I<et x be the distance of the center of gravity from the
front axle; thent
Wx - 71.7 = 0 (31)
* « 1880 (71,7)
2,970
x » Inches
Soil Reactions on the Tractor
When the forces In the links and the gravitational forces
have been determined in magnitude, direction, and location,
the soil reactions on the tractor can be determined,
^etarmlnat on of horizontal rear wheel reaction
Referrlnf/ to Flpure 16:
^Fh ® - Pj^ « 0
Because of the d'fferentlal In the final drive, Pj^ la
assumed equal to therefore!
Pr . Pj, - Hi + (32)
3
Determination of vertical front whe^l reacfcn
Referring to Figure I'^i
£.m = 70.2 (Rj-j^ + R^) + 31.0 V3 + 2^.0 Rj + 31,7 Vj
+ ao.l + 31.7 - 2»f.8 W- 1+1.1+ - 6 Pl « 0
^9
® W4 ^ 31*0 - g^.O Hg
70.2
+ 31*7 V^ - 20.1 - 31.7 vi (33)
70.2
Determination of vertical rear v'lQol reaction
By summing vertl forcer?, '-"Igure l^j the rear reactions
can be determined.
^Fy = > Hpy) + (Rfi ♦ Rfy) - w- v{ - - Vj « 0
(Rj.1 -f R„) = w+ vi + V3 + Vj: - (Rfx + Kfr)
Determination of transverse front vfiieel r?aot},pn
The transverse front wheel reaction may be determined by
9umr?i1.np moments about 0, Figure 17*
JtMO = 9.7 % + 37.fi + 31.7 + 31.0 T3 - 22.5 Hj
- 5X.7 Pl - 31.7 Tj + 70.2(Tfr + Tfi) a 0
Assuming that the transverse forces are divided equally be
tween the rlg'it and left wheels, t T,e 'equation becoraer.x
Tfj. » Tfi n 31.7 •*• n.7 Pt •*• 2^.5 - 31.0 T,
2(70.2)
- 31.7 . 37.fi - 9.7 % (35)
* 2(70.2)
Determination of transverse rear wheel reaqt;,on
The transvers?^ rear wheel reaction 's detennlned by san-
ming transverse forces.
^F-ji = + Tj^) + Ti * T3 - Tj • Tq - Tfy <= 0
50
Assuming that the transverse reaction is divided equally be
tween the two v^eels, the equation becomesi
Tri " Trp » Tj; + Tfi a Tfy « Tj - T3 (36)
2
Pttemlnstlon of reaction on left wheels
The reaction on t^e left wiieels of the tractor can be
determined by summing momen'S about 0| Figure l8i
= 5U7 (Rfi ♦ Rpi) + 6.0 (Tfi ♦ Tj.3^) + huh
+ 20.1 Ti - 51.7 - 37,6 - 22.5 V3 - 9,7 Vf
- 2'+.0 T5 • 0
(Rfl + Rpi) a 51.7 Wj, - 37.6 - 22.5 V3 + 9.7 V{
__
* 2h,0 . 1^.0 (Tfi -f Tyx) - '*1.'*
51.7
- 20.1 (37)
51.7
Bgtermination of reaction eai right wheela
The reaction on the right wheels of the tractor can be
determined by summing vertical forces In Figure 181
£.?ff m(Rj.^ ♦ Rpj^) + + R^) . Wl - Wr - Vi - V3
- Vj « 0
(Rfr + Rrr) » Wj, + W3 + + V3 + V5 - (Rfj + Ry^) (38)
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Resolution of Forces on the Plow
Resultant comronents of soil forces on the rlow
Resultant vertical conirorient» 'Hie resultant vertical
soil force can be determ ned from a sua of vertical components
on the plowI
= 0
Referrinf to Figure 23f one can obtain the following equatloni
Wp + Vg - V{ . V3 - a 0
Vg « + V3 + Vj - Wp (39)
Resultant horizontal eomconent. The resultant horlaontal
component can be detem'ned from a sum of horlKontal compon
ents i
je:fh • 0
Heferrlnp to Flfjure 23» one can obtain the followlni' equat^onj
Hg ^ Hy - « 0
Hg » Hi - H3 + Hj V*0)
Resultant tranaverse Goanonent. The resultant transverse
component ogu:i be determined from a sum of transverse oonpon*
entsi
* 0
Referring to F'gure 2^, one can obtain the followini? equations
T3 + ?! + T3 • a 0
Tq » T5 - T3 - Ti (hi)
0
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Loeatton of reaultant eomponenta cf soil fcraea on the plow
Looation of resultant vertical comronent. The location
of the resultant vertical coriponent In a vertical lonfltudlnal
plane Is given byi
^MyQ = RyX
Referring to Fi^-ure 22| one can obtain the following- equations
15 Wp + 0.7 V3 = (V^ + V3 +Vj - Wp)x
But fr«a equation (39)i
vi -f V3 + - Wp « vs
Therefore1
X « 15 Wp ♦ 0.7 V, 0*2)
vs
The location of the resultant vertical component In a
vertical transverse plane is riven byi
^ MyQ « RyZ
Referring to Figure 2?, one can obtain the following equatloni
12.8 V3 + 28 - 15.8 Wp » (Vi ♦ V3 + V5: - Vf)z
From equation (39)1
(V{ + V3 + - Wp) » Vs
TherePorei
z = 12.8 V3 + 28 - 15.8 Wp (lf3)
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Note:
D.C.= Draft Control
PC. = Position Control
Forces Shown in Ooshed
Lines Are Resultants
Forces Not to Scale
Fig. 25. Front elevation of plow and points
of application of forces.
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Looation of regultsnt horizontal oomr-onent# The location
of the resultant horizontal component In a vertical lonfTltud-
inal plane Is given byi
Referring' to Figure 23| one can obtain the following equation!
21.3 H3 - 3-9 « (H3 - Hi - Hj)y
From equation C+O)t
H3 - Hi « H5 « -Hg
y «= 21>3 H3 « 3>9
^Hg
The location of the resultant horizontal component In a
horizontal plane Is given byi
^ M:to
Referring to Figure 2^, one can obtain the following equationi
28.0 Hj - 12.8 H3 « (Hx + Hj - H3)z
From equation (Ho)i
+ Hj - H3 « Hg
Therefore t
z » 28.0 Hj - 12,8 H3 e*?)
Hg
Location of resultant transverse coraroner.t> The location
of the resultant transverse comjronert In a vertical tra sverse
plane is given by:
57
Referring to Figure 25, one can obtain the following equatloni
2lf.O Ty - T3 - 20.1 T{ = <Tj - Tj - T{)y
Frora equation (Wl) i
T? - ^3 - Ti = Tg
Therefore I
7 = 2V.O T5 - W1.I+ T, - 20.1 lh6)
Ts
The location of the resultant transverse component In a
horizontal plane is given byi
^iMto » H^jOC
Referring to Figure Z'f, one can obtain the followlnf equatloni
0.7 T3 « (Ti + T3 - T^)x
From equation (^l)i
Ti + T3 - X-Tg
Thereforei
X « 0.7 T3 (^7)
-Ts
58
RESULTS
Interpretation of ^leld Records
Information to be used In determinlnfr the forces In the
links was obtained from the charts made during field tests, by
choosing a 10 cent meter leng^th or trace near the center of
the chart. The area of this 10 centimeter length between the
trace and the base l^ne was r^ea^ured with a planimeter, and
the average deflection was computed by dividing the srea by
10. Since each link was represented in four different runS|
the averages of the^^e four runs were pooled to obtain an over
all average. Values of deflection to be used In computing an
estimate of the deflection variance and covarlsnce were ob
tained by choosing at random one 0.5 centimeter length from
each quarter of each of the four 10 centimeter lengths for a
particular link* The lines used to outl'ne the area on one
trace were carried across the chart to the other trace so that
the areas measured represented simultaneous values of deflec
tion for the jalr of links represented on the chart#
Figure 26 shows two charts for links 2 and 3* Th® upper
chart Is from a run In position control and the lower chart Is
from a run In draft control# The area?; used to determine de
flections are outlined In heavy lines*
Link Forces in Draft Control
Table 5 show3 the averars deflections and forces In the
five links for the runs In draft control. The conversion
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factors were taken from Figures 10 to iW.
The components of link forces in horlzor.tal, vertical,
and transverse directions were calculated by substituting the
link forces from Table 5 In equat'ons (3) to (17). Values of
the comjonents are s^iown In Table 6.
Table 5
Average Deflections and Average ^.InK Forces
for .iuns In Draft Control
Average
Deflection
Conversion
Factor
Force
lactation
Force
(lines) (lbs./line) (lbs.)
67.82 ^1 1,315
3.7^ 51.26 ^2 192
15.30 90.Mf ^3 l,38it
IW.S? ?^.75 782
13.05 12^.9^ ^5 1,630
The values shovn In Table 6 were substituted in equations (18)
to (^7) In order to determine t'\e resultant forces on tie trac
tor and plow in draft control.
Link Forces in Position Control
Table 7 s-iows t'le average deflections and link forces for
the five links In position control. The conversion factors
were taken fro^n BUgures 10 to iV,
62
Table 6
Components of Link Forces In Draft Control
Force Horizontal
Component
H
Vertical
Componen t
V
Transverse
Component
T
(lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs.)
1|302 15 180
'a 119 150 2
'3 1,3^0
500 588 116
1,611+ 62 223
Table 7
Average Deflect'ons and Average Link Forces
for Runs In Position Control
Average
Deflection
Conversion
Factor
Force
Notation
i'orce
(lines) (lbr?«/llne) (lbs.)
15.79 87.82 ^1 1,386
2.55 51.26 '"a 131
15.91 90,Mf ^3 l,'t39
13.^1 52.75 707
l»+.07 12V.9»* 1,7?8
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The horizontal, vertloal| anf^ transverse components of
the links were Galculated by substituting the link forces in
equat'ona (3) to (17)« Table 8 shows t'le values of the com*
ponents#
The values shown in TaMe 8 were substituted In eouations
(18) to (^7) to detern'.ne the resultant forces acting on the
tractor and the plow in position control.
Table 8
Components of Link Forces in Position Control
Force Horizontal
Component
H
Vertical
Component
V
Transverse
Component
T
(lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs.)
1,372 16 190
^2 81 10? 1
^3 l^hlh 359 6?
W52 53^ 105
'5 i,Ao 67 2lfl
Calculated Results
The results of substituting known values of components of
link forces In equations (16) to (W?) developed under the
section on Analysis are nhown In Table 9 for both draft con
trol and poi5itlon control#
6h
The origin of the co-ordinate axes for locating forces on
the tractor is a point at the intersection of the plaj:2e of the
center of the right rear tire and bottora of the furrow, !•?
Inches ahead of the center line of the rear wheels, shown as
point 0 tn Figures 16, 17, and 18. The orlpln of the oo-
ordinate axes fcr locating forces on the plow is s point on
the furrow bottom directly below the right end of the jlIow
cross shaft s lown point 0 in Figures 23, 2^, and
The locations of resultant components are shown in Figures
16, 17» 18, 23, 2^, and 25.
Table 9
Results of Substituting Components of Link Forces
in Equaticr.9 (IF) to (^7)
Quantity Equation Value
Calculated Number
Draft Position
Control Control
Vi (18) 89 lbs. 67 lbs.
Vy (19) 2^3 lb3. 209 lbs.
Ti (20) 171 Tba. l8lf lbs.
Ty (21) 3k6 lbs. 262 lbs.
Pr » Pl (32) 778 lbs. lbs.
Quantity
Calculated
<^5
Table 9
(Continued)
Equation
number
Draft
Control
Value
Position
Control
''n + %r (B) 733 lbs. 729 lbs
O't) 2,818 lbs. 2,776 lbs
Tfl , (35) 29 lbs. 36 lbs.
^rl » •'rr ^3^^ "+9 lbs.
Rfl + Rj.j_
Rfr + Ryy
(37) l,6it9 lbs. If62h lbs.
(38) 1,902 lbs. 1,881 lbs.
Ry (53) 581 lbs. 53? lbs.
Position of Ry
x-^lrectlon (2?) 31.W in, in.
a-dlrectlon (26) 26,8 In. 26»8 In#
%
Position of Rjj
y-dlT'ectlon (27) 5*5 tn. 6.3 in.
z-direction (28) 27.M- in. 27.6 in.
(23) 1,556 lbs. 1,698 lbs
Quantity
Calculated
Rrji
Position of Rq»
7-direction
x-(!lrectlcn
H
S
Position cf Vg
x-direofon
E'-direetlon
Position of Hg
y-dlrection
*-directicn
Position of Tg
y-dlreotion
x-direotion
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Table 9
(Continued)
Equation
Number
Value
(2lt)
(29)
(30)
(^9)
Draft
Control
13 lbs.
•7.7 In..
35 in.
151 lbs.
Position
Con trol
13.lbs.
-7.7 In.
35.1 In.
105 l^'s.
1,556 lbs. 1,698 lbs.
ihl) 13 lbs.
(1+2) -'+3.8 In.
(1+3) 21.2 In.
('t»t) r+.6 In.
(^5) 17.8 In.
(^'^) -7.7 In.
(>+7) 3.3 in.
13.lbs.
-63.2 In.
22.6 In.
13.7 In.
18.0 In.
-7.7 In,
5.0 In.
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Statistical Analysis
In this studyi the statistical analysis was aade on
oscillograph pen deflections rather than on forces to facili
tate computation* The variarces and co-varl^nces competed for
pen deflections were then multiplied by suitable constants to
convert them to variances and co-variances of forces.
Since each link was represented on four traces and four
deflection values were taken from each trace, an estimate of
the variance of pen deflections was compLited from the follow-
inp eouation*
h h
^ (dj.1 - (V8)
r=l i=il
(^)3
In equation (^8), the subscript r refers to runsj the sub
script 1 refera to w*thLn runs, and d Is the average
deflection cf a oont'raeter length of trace#
S-stimatea of the deflection co-variances were made for
each pair of links fron the followinjr equatloni
3
In equatio'") ('+9)» the subscripts a and b refer to the two
links in a run, and d is t'le averaf'e deflection of the 0«5
centimeter lengths.
'I^»e estimated deflection variances computed from equa
tion (WS) are shown in Table 10 for both draft control and
position control.
^8
Table 10
Estimated Deflection Variances
Link
Number
Estlmated Variance
Draft
Control
Position
Con trol
1 3.375
2 6.350 2.083
3 5.307
U- 3.016 3.953
5 0.15^ 3.^12
The estimated deflection co-variances for paired links
are shown In Table 11,
In order to deter-nlne t^ve variance of the result nt ver
tical, horizontal, and transverse components of force when the
varlanof^s and co-var'arces of deflection are >nown, It s
necessary to write the equstlon for each re-^ultant component
In terms of ^ le link deflections. The general form of this
equation 'st
R= + kgd^ + . • • + kjdj
Eqaatlon for resultint vertlcr^i
Equ&t'.on (22) plver? the resultant vertlcnl conponent In
teras of t , and V^ « Subst* tutln? values from equations
(3), (^)» and (7) In equation (19) i
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Table 11
Estimated Deflection Co-variances
Link
Pairs
Estlmated Co-vari'^-noe
Draft
Control
Position
Con trol
1.2 -l.OOO -0.667
1.3 0.000 >♦.250
l.'^ 0.500 -1.000
1.5 0.167 2.833
2,3 0.833 -3.333
2,If 0.789 0.91''-
2.? 0.101+ -1.^58
3,"+ 0.W17 -1.833
3,5 0.000 5.000
S5 0.213 -0.'+59
Vj «: 0.388 f!+ - 0.037'+
Equation (?2) becomest
Hy » 0.0125 fi + 0.378 fa + 0.180 f3 + 0,3B3 fi4.
- 0.037^ fj
Hewrit^nf the above equation uslntr the coeff' -j^ent of d shown
on t".fures 10 to 1^*
Hy « 1,098 di + 19.38 d2 + 16.28 d3 + 20.W7 ^
- ^.f>7 dj (50)
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Eouatlon for resultant horizontal conconent
Equation (23) gives t^e resultant horizontal component in
terms of and Substltutlnp values for and
from equations (3)» (9)j and (15) i
Rjj » 0.990 - 0.983 f3 ^ 0.990 fj
Hewritlnf the above equation using the coefficient of d shown
In Figures 10, 12, an^ l^t
Rg » e^.9^ dj^ - 88.90 d3 + 123.86 d^ (51)
SQuat'on for resultr^nt transvsr.'^e QO"]i:onent
Equation (2^) glvas the resultant transverse component In
terms of and T^. Substituting values fron equations
(3)» (6)» and (8), in equat'on (20)i
Ti = 0.137 fi - 0,0^-78 f2
Substituting values from equations (12), (1^), and (15) in
equat'on (21)1
Tj = 0.0290 fi^, + 0.137
Krom equation (11) 1
T3 = 0.0^50 f3
Rt = 0.137 fj + 0,0290 - 0.0^50 f3 + 0.0^78 fg
- 0.137 fl
Rewriting the above eqnatl<»i us'ng the coefficient of d shown
in i'lfares 10 to iVt
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Rt = 17.12 d5 + 1.53 dlt - '♦.07 d3 + 3.>+5
- 12.03 di (52)
Equation for f-i9 Yarlance of a reaul, t/jnt
An estimate oT the variance of a rc-3ult-nt was co-'puted
from the followlnt^ equationi
Sj,2 . 1ci23j^2 +k22s22 + . . . + lCn^"n^ "*• ^ '^ l^S^d^dg
> 2 + . . . ♦ 2 5tn-l'Si<^dj,_idn ^^3)
In equation (53)i k Is the coefficient of d In equations (50),
(51), and (52); la the variance of link deflection; C Is
the co-variance of deflection cf a pa r cf l.rka. E'stlmates o
of the ver'ance of resultant ^^onponents of link forces were
computed fro' equation (53) ua ng the variances and ao-
v?riances s'lcwn In Tables 10 and !!• The re^iilt*? of this com-
piitatlcn are shown In Table 13.
Table 12
Estimated V rlances of Resultant Components
Direction cf Varla-ce In Variance In
Component Draft Control Position Control
Horizon tsl 12,10*+ 358,175
Vert cal 10,680 ^,28^
Transverse 275 3»'>12
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It should be noted that the variances shown In Table 12
are estimated variance? for a reMiltant calculated from a
3in-le :et of link forces. The variance sstlraate of an aver
age rer?ultant is equ-'^l to the vt^lue shown In Tsble 12, divided
by a factor K« The factor N Is th« number of independent ob
servations wh'ch make up the traces ov^r w'i!ch the averape was
taken. The process of deterraln n? the noniber of l-^dependcnt
observat'on:? wh ch make up a continuous trace 's a statistical
problem beyond the scope of th^s atudy, Th's problem has been
d'scussed by Bayley and Hammersley (5) • The number of inde
pendent observations \n a trace may be determ'ned approximately
by ohr^erv'ne the number of cycle i t o trace makeru The length
of the c/oles varies cons derably throuj^hout a trace and from
one tra-^e to smother. However^ examination of the tracoa for
draft control 'ndlcated that the cycle lenjrth wa:. approxlniately
0«5 centimeters, and that the cycle length for position con
trol was approximately W centlmete'^s.
Since each resultant was caiputed from an average of four
10 centineter lengths, the factor H would be BO for draPt con
trol, and 10 for position control# Table 13 shows the vari
ances of avorafje result nts obtained by d vidinp the vv;r'.ances
of Table 12 by t'le approximate factor, ar.d the r standard
devlat'ons.
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Table 13
Var'snce?: and v^t ndard Dev s Mon
of Average Resultant Coraponents
Draft Control Position ControlDirection
or
Component
Variance Stand^ird Varance Stand?^rd
Deviation Deviation
Hor'zontal
Vertical
Transverse
151
133
3.'^
12.5
U.5
1.8
35,817
^28
3^^1
189
20.7
19.0
Calculation of Wheel Heaotlons
AssuTiing a Conventional Drawbar
A very close approximation of the wheel reactions of the
tractor operatlnr with a drawn plow .ay be made by calculating
the wheel reactions wh ch would occur iC the link forces tn
Flfure 1^ were replace by a single hor'zontal force equal to
Rfj act.'ng at a heli^ht of 18 Inches above po'nt 0. The value
of 18 Inches wa ^ CP.lCMlated by add nf onf? half the furrow
depth tc ths A. S. A. E. standard drawbar height of 15 inches.
Referring to Figure 16, cne nay write the following equa
tion for the reaction on the front wheelsi
'AO » W+ 6 - 18 Rjj - 70.2(R^^ ♦ a^^,) « 0
Rfl + Rfp » 2^.8 W+ 6 - 18 R
H (5V)
70.2
The rear wheel reaction may be deternlned from >9 sura of
vertloal forcesi
V B W- - Ryy = 0
^1 ^r - W- Rfi - Rfr (55)
The regultint hor zon^^^il force In draft control and posi
tion control substituted In equations (^) and (55) give the
reactions shown In Table IW.
Table 1*+
Wheel Reaotlcns Assuming a Conventional Drawbar
Reaction ont Hor Izontal ^orayone'-t
for Drsift Control
Hor
for
•«onts>l Gomponerit
Position Control
Front wheels 717 lbs. 703 lbs.
Rear wheels 2,253 lbs. 2,267 lbs.
These values will be compared with + R^^ and R^^ + Rp^
in Table 9*
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Pi/^aussioH a;:d 'zoi.C'.vriQ^'i
The results of th's study verify some Important relation
ships concernl.ng the forces on a tractor operated w'th an
Implement attached by a restrained l^nk three-point hitch#
Comparing the calculated results for draft control with
the calculated results for position control, one will observe
that the differences 'n wheel react-ons and draft are not very
large. It should be noted, however, tha^. the rear wheel re
action for draft cortrol is {?reater than rear wheel reaction
for position oontrol, wh le t'e ^iraft !s ^r^eate^ for position
control.
deferring to Figure 26 and comparin)? the force In link
number 2 for the draft control run w'th the force In l^'nk num
ber 2 for pos'tlon control, one will note the greater varia
tion and higher peaks for ^he run In draft control. These
rapid fluctuations and hl^h peaks In the force in ths hanper
links for 'le runs in draft control are probably caused by the
hydr3ul!c system of the tractor adjust'"?' to vary'draft con
ditions by ralr^i'np and lower nr' the plow 3ll?h'ly and very
I'kely account for the t^reater rear wheel reaction in draft
control.
Because of the approximations made in con.putlng the stan
dard deviations, It is Impossible to compute a confidence
Interval for th© average resultant conponenta* A ro\'gh esti
mate of the upper limit may be made by addlnj? to the averape
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resultant twice Its standard devlatlc^i^ and similarly the
lower limit by subtractln^r twice the standard deviation.
The usual t-tent cannot be apflled to the differences
between the average resultants In draft control and posit'on
control, because the vwo resultants to be cor.-jared have differ
ent variances* The standard deviations of the averac^e resul
tants In pos'tlon control are lar^e enough In themselves to
indicate no slpntfleant dlffere-ce at a 5 percent level, ex
cept perhaps for the vertical conpcnent.
Comparing the w^eel reactions for the tractor with the
three-point implement h!tch w th the wheel rsactlona calcul
ated for a similar pull type plow hitched to a standard draw
bar, one will observe that the front wheel reactlonj are
nearly the same for V^e two situations, while the rear wheel
reactions are 2? percent creater for- draft control and :?? per
cent gi^ater for position control. Th'g lnorea-=^e !_:j aprrox'-
matei equal to 560 pounds of rear wheel we'p^hts for draft
control and JlO pounds of rear whe l wel 'hi.3 for position con
trol.
Th'3 study ha.^ shown that iinder the condltlona of the
test, the sum of the wheel reactions of the tractor was great
er than the total weight of the tractor and the plow. Xhts
Is probably not true for all implements, and It is pos3lbIe
that the average of lncrea.:ed rear wheel reactions may not
apply to Implements other than the plow.
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Figure 7-7 shows forces in I'.nks 1 arA ? plotted against
the simultaneoai force In link 3» and ;'lpure 28 shows forces
In links W and 5 plotted a atnst the simultaneous force In
link 3* data for these figures was obtained by choosln?
points Bt random on the traces for link 3 and observing the
simultaneous value of the other link on the trace. Th s was
done for each of the other four links*
One will observe that ihere appears to be fairly good
correlat on between the force In links 1 and 5 and the Torce
'n 1-nk 3# while there appears to he very little correlation
between the force in links ? and h an^ the ^orcc in link 3»
There *s some indicat'on that the force In links 2 and ^ de
creases a:^ t-i© force In links 1, 3> 5 increases.
A comparison of the calculated standard deviations of the
resultant horizontal component fo^ draft control and position
control shows *hat the draft control mechan'sm does keep the
draft fairly const^int. 'Phis Is also evident from the aprear-
ance of the charts. The traces for I'.nks 1 and 5 draft
control show on~y sl'?ht varlat ons In deflect on^ while the
traces for the same links in posit!control shew wide var'-
at-ons In deflection although the average dreft for the two
positions Is not significantly different.
The ability to maintain draft constant is a distinct ad
vantage in that it allows a lar?er Implemet to be used. A
larger Implement can be used because, when the draft is kept
const-nt, the tractor does not need as much re.^erve power to
cn
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get through periods of hie-h power requirements# This was
evident during the field tests. At times the tractor was al
most stalled durini? periods of high draft in position control,
while in draft control no ^uch difriculty was e-icountered.
The nethod of obtaining tie link forces in a three-point
implement hitch oitllned In this Jtudy appears to be quite
satisfactory. Strain gSfrej can be attached to the links
readily, anc^ it In not ilffi^ult to calibrate t'le lin>3« 'rfhen
strain recording equipment Is already on hand, 'he method is
not too exfenslvej probably much ler?s expensive than any
method of fitting hydraulic cylinders into the links. If the
trailer carrying the ins ruaenta is attached to the tractor,
field tests can be conducted quickly by only two persons.
Sag 'estlons for Further Study
This study wa-? copducted with a plow with new shares ad
justed to operate properly. Information shcu d be obtained on
the erfe:*t of share wear and changes In adJustT^ent, to deter
mine whether or not the.^e faotors have any ^^reat effect on the
forces trans itted to the tractor.
Studies ihculd be conducted on other types oP three-point
mounted implements to deterni' e their effect on the tractor.
The use of a planlmeter to analyze the c'larts proved to
be ratier tedious and ime consuming. An Integrator on the
oscillograph would eliminate a great deal of .le labor, but
cliarts would still be r;ece8-=ary to provide d3.ta with which to
compute variance? and co-variance;.
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I^etermlnation of the relative positions of tho tractor,
plow, and llnk^ is rather difficult beoaURe the location of
sopie of the pol t:i cannot be neasured directly.
The author woulrl advise anyone dclng a i^dmllar study,
oa^Gciaily if the s udy involved cianglne t4e reia ive josl-
t-ons in dl^Tere-it tes^-s, tc consider the rrcblem of i.easur-
inR relative positions with a view to devising a rapid and
acs'..:rate roethod*
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A teohnlqu© oT deter-.inln^ the force-^ transmitted to a
tractor by a three-point implenient hitch was developed, using
electrical resistance strain gages, to determine the forces In
the hlt:;h llnlcs of a Ferfru^on tractor and a mounted plow. A
recordirig magnetic oscilioi-'raph was used tc record the strain
In the links. A statistical analysis was made on the chart
records to determine the variability of the forces in the
links and the av0ra:^G force in the links.
i'ests were -ade in both t>e draft ;ontrcl am? the posi
tion control settings of the tractor hydraulic system.
The results show that the rear wheel r-^aC'lons of the
tractor were about 25 percent greater than the reactions would
hav'^ been using a conventional drawbar pulling horizontally on
an implement of the same draft as the plow used In the tests.
The technique developed could be Improved in two waysi
first, by develop!'":? a more rapid method O- taklnr tnTormation
from the oscjillo?raph charts; seco nd, by developing a more
accurate a id rapid method of determlninj!' the relative posi
tions of the tractor, plow, and links.
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Aprendlx A
Data frora Osclllograr*^ Traces
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Table x?
Data from Runs in Draft-Control Setting
Hun Link Deflections (Lines)
^0. No*
Average
for Run 0.'5 Cm. Averae-es
1 1 1^.2 iw.o 1^.0 Ih^o 13.0
5 12.9 13.0 12.0 13»0 12.0
3 2 6.7 9.0 6.0 6.0 5.0
1 17.0 16.0 15.0 17.0 18.0
5 W 13.7 iw.o 12.0 12.0 15.0
3 1^.9 15.0 15.0 1^.0 15.0
7 5 12,2 12.0 12.0 11.5 11.8
h 16.2 l^^.O 1'^.5 18.0 19.0
9 3 12.5 13.0 13.0 12.0 12.0
2 1.2 1.0 5.0 0.0 1.0
11 2 6.1 3.0 13.0 7.0 7.3
h 13.3 10.5 15.0 12.5 9.0
13 I 1^.1 1^.5 1^.0 1^.5 1^.0
3 l*+.7 15.0 1^.5 1^.5 15.0
15 3 19.1 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0
5 1^.0 13.5 iV.O 1^.0 1^.5
17 5 13.1 13.0 13.0 13.5 13.0
2 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.5
19 If l^^.l 1^.5 17.0 15.5 15.0
1 14-.7 1^.0 15.0 15.5 iw.o
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Table 16
Data from Runs In Position-Control Setting
Run Link Deflections (Lines)
No« Ko#
Average
0.^ Ca. Averagea
2 1 16.1 16.0 15.0 17.0 1^.0
5 13.9 iW.O 15.0 15.0 9.0
h 2 ^.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 3.0
1 15,0 17.0 1(^.0 17.0 1^.0
6 13-7 13.0 13.0 15.0 17.0
3 12.8 11.0 11.0 13.0 1^.0
8 5 13A 13.0 15.0 l''+.5 12.5
h 15.0 15.0 1^.5 11.5 15.5
10 3 1^.7 17.0 15.0 19.0 15.0
2 1.6 1.0 2.0 0.0 5.0
12 2 -0.^ 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
15.1 12.0 15.0 18.0 16.0
Ih X 16.7 15.0 1^.0 17.0 20.0
3 16.5 17.0 1^.5 16.0 19.0
16 3 17.6 21.5 16.5 16.0 23.0
5 13.6 16.0 13.5 11.5 16.0
18 5 15.3 15.0 17.0 16.5 lif.O
2 5.0 ^.5 ^.0 >+.5 6.0
20 If 9.8 5.0 7.0 7.5 6.5
1 15.2 16.0 15.0 13.5 17.5
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Appendix B
Data for Calibration Carves
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Table 17
Calibration Data for Link Number 1
Force (Lbs*) Deflection (Lines)
Before Field Tests After Field Testa
200 2.0 2.3 2.0 2.8
"♦.5 ^.7 5.0
600 6.8 7.0 6.8 7.3
800 9.0 9.3 9.3 9.8
1,000 11.0 11.5 11.3 12.0
1,200 13.3 m.O 13.8 l'f.2
1,'K>0 15.3 16.0 16.0 16.If
1,600 17.5 18.2 18.3 18.5
1,800 20.0 20.2 20.5 20.5
Before Field Tests?
= 22,800,000
^Fd => 256,020
F 89.05 d
After Field Testsi
S: f2 a 22,800,000
^ Pd = 2'.3,360
F = 86.58 d
Average, F = 87,82 d
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Table 18
Calibration Data for Link Number 2
Force (Lbs.) p^nflatlon (Llnea)
Before Field Testa Aftar Field Teata
Load On Load Off Load On Load Off
100 2.0 2.0 1.5 2,0
200 *».o l+.o 3.7 3.7
300 6,0 6.0 5.5 6.0
8.0 8.0 7.5 7.8
500 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.7
600 12.0 12.0 11.5 11.7
700 IW.O iW.O 13.3 13.^
800 16.0 16.0 15.2 15.3
900 18.0 18.0 17.0 17.0
1,000 20.0 20.0 19.0 19.0
Before Field Testst After Field Testst
« 7,70o,aoo 21 F2 a 7,700,000
SLFd » 15^,000 2-Fd a 1^6,610
F = 50 d
Average,
F = 52
F = 51.26 d
.52 d
9^
Table 2.9
Calibration Data for I»lnk Number 3
Force (Lbs,) Deflection (Lines)
Before Field Teats After Field Testa
200 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.5
koo Ko ^.0 5.0 5.0
600 6.0 6.2 7.5 7.3
800 8.1 8.6 9.3 9.6
1,000 10.2 10.7 11.6 12.0
l,2fX) 12.2 13.0 l^f.O l^f.O
1,^ l'+.2 15.0 16.0 16.0
1,600 16.5 17.0 18.6 18.8
1,800 18.6 18.7 21.0 21.0
1,900 19.6 19.6 ——
Before Field Tests 1 mer Field Testsi
= 30,020,003 :£.f2 s 22,800,000
-^Fd » 311,920 :£Fd «
F = 96,25 d F = 85.62 d
Average, F « 90d
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Table^0
Calibration Data for Link Number U-
Foree (Lbs.) Deflection (Lines)
B«f<?rg Fi^c;^d Tegfg After Field Tests
Load On Load Off Load On Load Off
100 1.7 1.9 1.6 2,0
200 3.6 3.7 3.5
300 5.3 5.7 5.7 5.9
>K)0 7.5 7.5 7.8
500 9.3 9.5 9.5 9.8
600 11.2 11.3 11.5 11.7
700 13.2 13.3 13.3 13.1
800 l?.l 15.3 15.1 15.3
900 17.0 17.1 17.0 17.0
1,000 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0
Before Field Testst After Field Testss
f2 « 7,700,000 £. s 7,700,000
S Fd = l'+5,5'+0 ^Fd =
F » 52.91 d F = 52.,58 d
Average, F a 52.75 d
9»f
Table 21
Calibration Data for Link Number 5
Fopoe (Lbs.) Defleetlon (Linea)
Before Field Test^ After Field Tests
200 l.>f 1.5 1.3 1.5
Woo 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
600 K5 if.8 5.0
800 6.0 6.2 6.5 6.3
1,000 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
1,200 9.3 9.5 10.0 9.7
1,'K)0 11.0 11.0 11.5 11.3
1,600 12.7 12.7 13.0 13.0
1,800 IKZ li+.S 1'».5 l'»-.5
2,000 15.8 16.0
2,100 16.8 16.8
Before Field Teatai After Field Testai
^f2 B 39,620,000 2-P2 8 22,800,000
Fd » 313f780 S-Fd » ISI+jMh)
F = 126.26 d F = 123.62 d
Average, F = 1?^.9^ d
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Appendix C
Expres iions for Co^;ponent3
of Forces In Links 1 to 5
9^
Derivation of Eqaatlcna (W) tr- (17)
Kquatlor (3)
See page ^1
Equation (V)
V. = 0,W0 f = 0.0116 f,
32.0
Equation (5)
« 0.137
32.0
Equation (6)
l/(p -5^- - nr<..o^2H2 = • (l^-.O)^ - (0.2^^ jr2 « 0.620 fg
20.5
Equation (7)
V2 = liifl f2 = 0-780 fg
20.5
Equation (8)
^2 » 0*2 f2 « 0.0097 f2
20.5
Equation (9)
H, = - Q.l)^ - f, = 0.983 f'
25.6
Equation (10)
V3 = If.? = 0.180 f3
25.0
Equation (11)
T3 = 1.1 fi = 0.0W50
35.0 ^
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Equation (12)
«lt « 0(.20.?.)^ - =0.639 fW
20,2
Equation (13)
Vi^ tt 1^,2 s 0,752
20.2
Equation (m-)
m ^.Q « o.l»f8
20.2
Equaticwi (15)
Hj = Ji^2.0)^ - Cl.2^^ . f =0.990
3?.0
Equatlcn (16)
^5 = 1*2 fj « .0380 JTy
32.0
Equation (17)
T5 = fj « 0.137 fj
3".0
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Appendix D
Computation of Variances
and Go-variances
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Variances and Co-variances of Deflection
The variance Is computed from the formulai
.2 _ -r .2 d2= ^d^ -
12
In which d = 0.5 cm. average and D = :£. d for each run In \^lch
a ?iven link appears.
Variances in Draft Control
Linfe 1
s| » 3t520.75 - = 0.6^1
—
jMLnk_2
8| « i»88.5V - ^ 6.350
1?
s| « 3,811.50 - «: 0.166
_
Link h
« 3,'♦•59.25 - « 3,016
__
JUsH-S
s| • 2,659.2^ - e 0.151+
—
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Variances In Position Control
I
sf « >+,075.5 - - 3.375
ii
Link 2
a| =187.50 - ^ = 2.083
12
«3 « >+,390.75 - « 5.307
_
Link h
m 2,81+3.25 - 3 3,953
—
Link 5
s| X3,3>+6.25 - » 3.1+12
? h
12
The co-variance of a pair of links is oomputed from the
formula I
C12 • g.dj^a - i Di2
3
In which is the product of the two simultaneous deflections
occurrinp in a pair of links and th« product of the two
101
sums of deflection#
Go-variances in Draft Control
Gi5 " ^26 - XI -1,00
3
C^3 » 8^0.75 - = 0.0
3
=908.25 - 3|^ ^7'q a 0.50
3
C15 = 688.0 - ^t7?QtQ s 0,167
3
C23 = 90.0 - a 0.883
-
Czk. = 379.70 - » 7.89
-
Cgj « 32.50 - " -O.IOI+
3
• 783.0 - = O.'+l?
3
C35 = IjOfil+.O - a 0.0
102
= 821.2 - =1 -0.213
Co-varlances In Position Control
C]^2 • 190.0 - ZfM =-0.667
k
3
« 1,110.0 - = W.25
C^. « 'KKJ.O - = -1.00
0^5 = 830.0 - « 2.83
C23 • 122.0 - a -3.33
3
C2^. » 18.0 - " 0.916
_
C25 « 323.75 - = -l.'i^
3
C31+ « A5 - n 1.83
103
C35 » 1,150.75 - = 5.00
Ci+5 » 803.0 - n -oA59
10^
Appendix E
Simultaneous Forces in Links
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Table 22
Comparison of Simultaneous Forces
In Position Control
Unk 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link W- Link 5
703 512 632 875
878 512 993 580 1,500
1,1^1 256 1,236 685 875
1,317 25-^ 1,35»+ W22 1,625
1,317 512 1,263 790 1,750
l.'+OB 102 l,V+3 158 1,500
1,^92 256 1,800 369 1,625
1,1^92 102 1,53^ 36lt 1,875
1,6^^9 0 1,715 158 1,625
1,756 51 1,715 >+22 2,000
